Installing your Over-the-Range Microwave Oven

Whether you are installing your Microwave Oven yourself or with the help of a general contractor, it is important to Follow the Step-by-Step Installation Guide and Templates provided with your purchase.

⚠️ Product dimensions differ from model to model. Dimensions below are for reference only.

### INSTALLING THE MOUNTING PLATE

**DIMENSIONS / CLEARANCES**

- **Roof Venting**
  - Minimum 66° from the Floor
  - 3/16" Holes on Studs
  - 5/8" Holes on Drywall Only

- **Wall Venting**
  - 3 1/4"x10" Duct
  - Through-the-wall Duct

**NOTE:** Maximum cabinet depth is 13".

15 2/5"

30° Min. cabinet opening width

30° Min. clearance from bottom of cabinet to cooking surface or countertop before installation.

(Use templates included with installation instructions)

### INSTALLING THE MOUNTING PLATE

**30° MIN. CABINET OPENING WIDTH**

**30° MIN. CLEARANCE FROM BOTTOM OF CABINET TO COOKING SURFACE OR COUNTERTOP BEFORE INSTALLATION.**

**DRAW LINES ON STUDS**

**DRAW CENTER LINE**

**MOUNTING PLATE**

**Support Tab**

**Wall Cap**

**Cabinet**

**Roof Cap**

**3 1/4"x10" Duct**

**Through-the-roof**

**Through-the-wall Duct**

### INSTALLING YOUR COUNTER-TOP MICROWAVE OVEN

Countertop Microwaves can differ greatly in size depending on exact model & capacity purchased.

⚠️ Please reference LG.com for specific exterior product dimensions found in the Tech Specs section.